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What helps make the new “Spider-Man” reboot amazing is that there's actually a man behind the mask. Stunt coordinator Andy Armstrong. Behind The Mask Of Spider-Man: The Secrets Of The Movie. The Monopoly Brand has joined with Marvel Comics' Spider-Man to create the world's greatest. Behind the Mask of Spider-Man: The Secrets of the Movie. Behind The Mask Of Spider-Man: The Secrets Of The Movie. Also, the Avengers start to see more of the new hero Spider-man. Now, Peter must juggle keeping his secret, new villains, and thinking about his future. Hey guys, this is a crossover between TASM and Avengers movie. Peter Parker is back behind the mask in Amazing Spider-Man. G8-72 Spiderman Spider-Man Book Behind The Mask Of Spiderman Secrets Of Movie! in Toys & Games, Action Figures, Comic Book Heroes eBay.
Spider-Man 3 stands out from contemporary superhero films like Guardians of the Galaxy 2 or Suicide Squad simply for its willingness to feel, not fight. Marvel/Sony Pictures.

The Amazing Spider-Man (2012). Heralded as one of the best superhero movies ever made, Sam Raimi’s second Spider-Man movie focused on the human behind the mask. Spider-Man 2 strikes a balance between the teen angst of the first film and impressive special effects, with one question driving the drama: what if Peter Parker doesn’t want the great Spidey powers, or the great responsibility that comes with it? Doc Oc (Alfred Molina) doesn’t quite measure up to the Goblin, but the rest of the plot more than compensates for Dafoe’s absence.

Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse introduces Brooklyn teen Miles Morales, and the limitless possibilities of the Spider-Verse, where more than one can wear the mask. Rent $2.99. Buy $9.99. View in iTunes. Phil Lord and Christopher Miller, the creative minds behind The Lego Movie and 21 Jump Street, bring their unique talents to a fresh vision of a different Spider-Man Universe, with a groundbreaking visual style that’s the first of its kind.